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I think it is weird
how some days I
feel skinny and

some days I feel
like a busted

can of biscuits.

I’m at the age
where I can
laugh, cough,
sneeze and
pee all at

the same time.

Yes,
officer,
I did see
the speed
limit sign,

I just
didn’t see

you.

I don’t want
to brag or make
anyone jealous,

but I can
fit into the

earrings I wore
in high school.

still

Yes, I do have the
best sister in the
world,. It s just that
she s crazy and she

scares me a  little bit.

’

’

My Dentist

told me I

needed a

crown. I

was like

“I know, right?”

ASKHOLE
A person who

constantly asks
for your advice
but does the
opposite of

whatever you
told them.

Yes, I’m single.
You’re going
to have
to be

amazing to
change that.

Dear Karma,

I have a lot

of people

you missed!

My
bathing suit told
me to go to the

gym, but my sweat
pants were like,
“nah, girl, you’re

good.”

Instead of the
John, I call my

bathroom
Jim...that way

it sounds better
when I say I go
to the Jim every

morning!

Sometimes
I look at my

friends
and wonder,
“Where did I
meet these
people?”

Homemade
with love. In
other words.
I licked the
spoon and

kept using it.

tasered

My husband
said the spark

between us
had gone, so I

him. I ll ask’
if it s back’
when he

wakes up!

I love how we

don’t need to

say out loud

that I’m your

favorite child.

Way too many
stories about
my family end

with ” and
that’ s why we’ re
not allowed to
go back there
any more!”

You and I are

that if you fall
Always remember

I will pick you up

As soon as I finish

SISTERS

LAUGHING

I’m going to
juice all of

these organic
vegetables...

then add Vodka.

Not my
circus,
not my
monkeys.

Yes, I know

she’s a real

bitch. But,

she’s family.

That makes

her our

bitch!

I’m going to

start cleaning

my house.  And by

cleaning, I mean

drinking wine

and spraying

everything with

Febreze.

How many
Weight Watcher
points are in

an entire bottle
of wine?

Wine.!

Because no

great story

started with

a salad.

When I get

a headache,

I take two

aspirin and

keep away

from children,

just like the

bottle says.
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Raisin cookies
that look like

chocolate
chip cookies
are the main
reason I have
trust issues.

Some days,
the supply of

available
curse words
is insufficient
to meet my

demands.

Maybe if you

ate some of

that make-up

as you are

on the

outside!

you could be

as pretty on

the inside
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